
Geography: 8th – 12th June 

Unit 19 China p.104-108 

 If you don’t have your SESE Geography and Science book you can get free access to 

it here: https://www.cjfallon.ie/ 

Here are some interesting facts about China before we start:  

1. China is the world’s most populated country, with a population of over 1.4 billion 

people.  

2. China builds a new city every year! This is because 12 million people a year move 

from rural areas to urban areas in search of a better life.  

3. In 2003 China became the third country to send a person into space.  

4. The Chinese name for China is Zhong Guo, which means ‘Middle Kingdom’. In 

ancient times, it was believed that China was at the centre of the universe.  

5. 80% of the world’s toys are made in China. 
6. Chinese is the most widely spoken language in the world. Although there are 

thousands of Chinese dialects, China’s official language is Mandarin. This is the 
dialect that is taught in schools and used in national radio and television 
broadcasts.  

7. Two of the longest rivers in the world are in China, the Yellow River and the 
Yangtze River. Approximately 3 million people live in caves near the Yellow River.  

8. Most Chinese people think the number 4 is unlucky. The number 8 is thought to 
be lucky. This is why the government scheduled the 2008 Olympic Games to begin 
on 08/08/08 at 8:08pm.  

 
Please read Unit 19 China on p.104-108. After reading the unit I would like you to 

complete a project on China in your SESE scrapbook. Try to include:  

 key facts about China 

 the geography of China 

 weather in China 

 wildlife 

 food 

 traditions 

 the history of China (don’t forget about the chapter about Ancient China which we 

studied earlier in the year) 

 Chinese attractions 

This list is never-ending! Try to be as creative as possible. You will find lots of facts 

and information on the internet. Please include some pictures and illustrations too. I 

would love to see your finished projects so please email me a screenshot when you 

have completed it.  

https://www.cjfallon.ie/

